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T’is the season of confession: I am one who experiences the emotions of anxiety, self-
doubt, and moments of real melancholy. I am no different from many of you. The 
pandemic and the endless tsuris of the news cycle only fuel these feelings. But I am 
doing something to address it. First of all—I am not letting these feelings define me; I 
am not anxious/sad/depressed…. I experience these feelings but I work to not let them 
take hold of me. I have found that taking a moment to pause and pray will help me find 
an inner balance.  
 
I can acknowledge my body with Asher Yatzar, my mind with La’asok b’divrei Torah and 
my soul with Elohai N’shamah. I am not petitioning God thru my prayers. This is not a 
transaction where I make a request and God either “listens” to me or not. No, my 
prayers are for personal transformation. I seek strength to make my inner demons 
create my being. I hope to find the inner resources and a kinship with God to inspire me 
to be whole. And most of all, I seek the courage to forgive myself for not being perfect. 
 
T’is the season for Teshuvah. This is the chance for us to turn inward and grow from our 
mistakes and mobilize our strengths to further our quest to be fully in the image of God. 
There is a tradition in Judaism where we seek to y’ridah l’tsamech Aliyah [to descend in 
order to rise up]. In order to grow, we identify our weakness and our lowest points—
whether it is in ourselves or our people’s history. By doing so, our rabbis teach us that 
we can reinforce a sense of awe. Rabbi Gedaliya of Lintz wrote that there are 2 types of 
repentance: one that we grant to each other and the other which permits us to stand 
with humility before God which inspires yirat ha-romemut [reverential fear]. It is to know 
who we are truly in order to fully embrace or be embraced spiritually by God. For me, 
the latter is acknowledging the imperfection and vulnerability which aides my sense of 
spirituality. 
 
In this week’s parasha is written with an eye to the future. The Israelites are about to 
“come into the land” of Israel—in Hebrew, ki tavo, that is how the parasha gets its 
name. It describes what our ancestors will do with their first harvest; how they will put it 
in the basket and hand it to the Kohen and recite a little history that starts with “my 
father was a wandering Aramean” and recounts the burden of slavery as the Exodus 
from Egypt. It is when our ancestors realize that God was with them in their journey; that 
God was always with them. The blessings that they receive are given thru God’s grace 
and kindness. This is not a sacrifice from entitlement as if to say “Here You go, God. Let 
me share with You from my harvest.” No, it is rather a sign of supplication to admit the 
generosity of the Divine and to have a greater sense of gratitude for the harvest we 
have received. Rabbi Andrea London of Evanston, Illinois described a teaching from 
one of our teachers, Rabbi Ben Hollander z”l, who used to say that when we are caught 
up in the daily grind, our focus can be limited, and we might fail to see the goodness all 
around us or believe that we deserve rather than it has been given to us. That hubris 
and arrogance rob us of seeing the world filled with awe. 



 
Knowing who we are or rather who each of us is, balancing the emotions that are just 
under the surface of our existence, and by admitting the greater sense of self is 
connected to God’s sense of splendor—we find a sense of shlemut [wholeness] in our 
lives. Here is the hidden message in this week’s Torah reading: create a space where 
we are compelled to frame our lives where we live by our priorities. To do that, hit 
pause—and pray. To do that—acknowledge the emotions that drive each one of us. To 
do that—admit the imperfections and blemishes which we are afraid to admit. To do 
that—embrace the goodness that resides both in us and around us. Then we can 
embrace being fully alive. 
 


